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International Space Station
Complex Operations Dependent on Human Involvement
Repair and Maintenance Operations in a Hostile Environment
Ongoing Resupply Operations 
Isolated and Not Easily Accessible
• Female astronaut gazing out the cupola image to end???
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Defining the PRA Study Scope and Objectives
Mapping of ET-defined Scenarios to Causal Events
q Internal initiating events
q External initiating events
q Hardware failure
q Human error
q Software error
q Common cause failure
q Environmental conditions
q Other
one or more
of these
elementary
events
One of these events
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Probabilistic Treatment of Basic Events
The uncertainty in occurrence frequency of an event
is characterized by a probability distribution
Examples (from left to right):
Probability that the hardware x fails when needed
Probability that the crew fail to perform a task
Probability that there would be a windy condition at the time of landing
Communicating & Documenting
Risk Results and Insights to Decision-maker
q Displaying the results in tabular and graphical forms
q Ranking of risk scenarios
q Ranking of individual events (e.g., hardware failure,
human errors, etc.)
q Insights into how various systems interact
q Tabulation of all the assumptions
q Identification of key parameters that greatly influence
the results
q Presenting results of sensitivity studies
q Proposing candidate mitigation strategies
Technical Review of Results and Interpretation
Model Integration and Quantification of Risk Scenarios
Integration and quantification of
logic structures (ETs and FTs)
and propagation of epistemic
uncertainties to obtain
q minimal cutsets (risk
scenarios in terms of basic
events)
q likelihood of risk scenarios
q
uncertainty in the
likelihood estimates
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End State: LOM
End State: LOC
Domain Experts ensure that system failure logic 
is correctly captured in model and appropriate data 
is used in data analysis
Model Logic and Data Analysis Review
Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA)
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“Land Too Hard”
“Failure to Lower
Landing Gear”
“Brake at Wrong
Time”
Comparison of Simulation Data and CREAM Results
The CREAM results have since been Bayesian updated using the simulator data
Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA)

